Day 1 : Introduction to AIMD and PIMD
Aug 2018
In today’s exercise, we perform ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) and
path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) using CP2K[?]. We will use the
Zundel’s cation i.e H5 O2+ as our prototype for all calculations. Each exercise
is planned to introduce the different features of CP2K to perform DFT-based
AIMD/PIMD simulations.
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Exercise 1. Determination of the CUTOFF

CP2K uses the plane-wave basis set to represent the electronic charge density
and Gaussian basis set for the Kohn-Sham orbitals. The QUICKSTEP[?] module of CP2K uses a multigrid system to map wide Gaussians on a coarser grid
and narrow Gaussians on a smoother grid. Further, electronic density is always
mapped on the finest grid. On the implementation level, this aspect is taken
care of in the subsection DFT of section F ORCE EV AL. The keyword CUTOFF defines the plane-wave cutoff for the finest level of the multigrid system.
The higher the plane-wave cutoff, the finer is the grid and calculations are numerically more accurate.

To begin with today’s exercise, login to the HPC cluster OCuLUS from your
laptop using the password credentials provided. Each participant has a working
directory which is same as the participant’s name.
(a) Read the input file Zundel.inp provided to you.
(b) The information about the cutoff is provided by the user in subsection
MGRID of the section of F ORCE EV AL. In the input file provided, the cutoff
is given as 100 Ry.
(c) Without modifying the input file, use it to run CP2K on the HPC.
(d) Read the output file generated and locate the section titled SCF WAVEFUNCTION OPTIMIZATION in the end. Check the ”Total energy” obtained
after completion of SCF cycle. You should also examine the total charge den-
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sity on the grids. The number of electrons is obtained by summing over all grid
points.
(e) Now, rerun the input after modifying the CUTOFF values as 250 and 400.
How did the value of Total energy change for each calculation? Based on the
value of Total energy obtained and CPU time taken, can you decide what should
be the value of CUTOFF?
(f) Now, we will use a different BASIS SET i.e. SZV-MOLOPT-GTH-SR instead of DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH-SR. In section SUBSYS make the modifications
accordingly and determine how is the CUTOFF affected by the change in BASIS
SET.
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Exercise 2. Using POISSON SOLVER in AIMD

In this exercise, we will make small modifications in the input of Ex. 1 so as to
reduce the overall time required for the SCF cycle. SCF is the most important
and time-consuming step of DFT-based simulations.
(a) Insert a subsection POISSON[?] in section DFT of the input file of Ex.1, as
shown below,
&P OISSON
P ERIODIC N ON E
P OISSON SOLV ER
&EN D P OISSON

W AV ELET

(b) Don't forget to change the periodicity of the CELL in the SUBSYS section
also to NONE.
The section SUBSYS in the input has the dimensions, topology, and periodicity of the simulation cell. In previous calculations, a large simulation box was
used to avoid electrostatic interaction between the mirror images. We can now
reduce the cell dimensions to a small value and perform our calculations again.
(c) Check the output file Zundel.out generated. Did you get any warnings
during SCF convergence?
(d) The warnings displayed are due to the non-zero density at the cell boundaries. We should increase the cell dimensions to a more optimal value and rerun
CP2K. Check again for the warning flags. You can also check the effective CPU
time taken and compare with the earlier calculations of Ex.1.
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Exercise 3. BOMD of Zundel Cation

In this exercise, we will perform a Born-Oppenheimer MD simulation of Zundel’s cation using CP2K.
(a) We will change the RU N T Y P E in section GLOBAL from ENERGY to
MD in our input file.
(b) Further, we insert a section MOTION after the end of the GLOBAL section
as shown below.
&M OT ION
&M D
EN SEM BLE N V T
ST EP S 20
T IM EST EP 0.5
T EM P ERAT U RE 100.0
T EM P T OL 200
&T HERM OST AT
REGION M ASSIV E
T Y P E CSV R
&CSV R
T IM ECON 10
&EN D CSV R
&EN D T HERM OST AT
&EN D M D
&EN D M OT ION
(c) We will perform the MD using this input. Study the energy file with name
Zundel − 1.ener generated at the end which provides the energy and net CPU
time taken for each step.
(d) Now, we will modify the input further and replace the input U SE GU ESS
with ASPC for the EXTRAPOLATION keyword. Increase the steps to 100 and
rerun the simulation. You will note that the effective CPU time consumed is
reduced. We will analyze the trajectory generated for g(r) in the next exercise.
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Exercise 4.
CP2K

PIMD of Zundel Cation using

In this exercise, we will illustrate the nuclear quantum effects on the proton
delocalization in Zundel cation. We will perform PIMD using CP2K and then
calculate radial distribution function using VMD.
(a) Modify the input file of the previous exercise and change the RU N T Y P E
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in section GLOBAL to PINT[?] from MD. Further, remove the complete subsection MD of section MOTION.
(b) Insert a subsection PINT in section MOTION as shown below,

&P IN T
P ROP AGAT OR P IM D
P 4
N U M ST EP S 100
T EM P 100.0
T T OL 50.0
DT 0.50
N RESP A 1
T RAN SF ORM AT ION N ORM AL
HARM IN T EXACT
&EN D P IN T
&P RIN T
&REST ART ON
BACKU P COP IES 1
&EN D REST ART
&REST ART HIST ORY OF F
&EN D REST ART HIST ORY
&EN D P RIN T
(b) Now we will run the input using CP2K.
(c) Next we determine the g(r) using VMD from the trajectories obtained from
Ex.3 and the present calculation. What differences do you expect in g(r)?
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